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2.1 Traffic Signals 
 

1.  When you encounter a red arrow signal, you may turn after you come to a complete 

stop and look both ways for traffic and pedestrians. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

2. Unless directed by a police officer, you must obey all signs and signals. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

3.  When you see a flashing yellow traffic signal at the intersection up ahead, what 

should you do? 

a. Slow down and proceed with caution. 

b. Come to a complete stop before proceeding. 

c. Speed up before the light changes to red. 

d. Maintain speed since you have the right-of-way. 

 

4.  When you encounter a flashing red light at an intersection, what should you do? 

a. Be alert for an oncoming fire engine or ambulance ahead. 

b. Slow down and proceed with caution. 

c. Come to a complete stop before proceeding. 

d. Speed up before the light changes to red. 

 

5. When can you legally make a right turn at a red traffic signal? 

a. After stopping, if no sign prohibits right turn on red. 

b. When the traffic light first changes. 

c. At any time. 

d. In daylight hours only. 
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6. Avoiding traffic controls by cutting through a parking lot or field is perfectly legal. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

7. Pedestrians do not have to obey traffic signals. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

8. At a red light, where must you come to a complete stop? 

a. 100 feet before the intersection. 

b. 50 feet before the stop line. 

c. Two car lengths behind the vehicle in front of you. 

d. Before you reach the intersection, stop line, or crosswalk. 

 

9. Bicyclists do not have to obey traffic signals. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

10.  What must you do before turning right at a red traffic signal? 

a. Slow down and proceed with caution. 

b. Come to a complete stop, look both ways and yield the right-of-way to pedestrians and 

other traffic. 

c. Check your rearview mirror. 

d. Come to complete stop and proceed when the light turns green. 

 

11. You should never drive in a lane with a lane-use signal displaying a red X. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

12.  What do lane-use signals indicate? 

a. Heavy traffic is ahead. 

b. A work zone is ahead. 

c. Where you can and cannot drive during different hours of the day. 

d. All of the above. 
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13. Before turning right on a red light at an intersection, you do not have to come to a complete 

stop. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

14.   When you are on a one-way street and turning left onto another one-way street, 

you may turn left at a red light. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

15. The light at an intersection is green and a police officer motions you to stop. What 

should you do? 

a. Obey the traffic light. 

b. Follow the officer's direction. 

c. Obey the police officer or the traffic light. 

d. Proceed with caution. 

 

16. If you encounter a yellow X lane-use signal, you should move out of the lane as soon 

as safely possible. 

a. True  

b. False 

 

17. When can you legally make a left turn at a red traffic signal? 

a. You are on a one-way street and turning left onto another one-way street  

b. Traffic is stopped 

c. Between midnight and 6 AM 

d. No one is coming 

 

18. To whom do traffic signals apply? 

a. Drivers. 

b. Bicyclists. 

c. Pedestrians. 

d. All of the above. 
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19.   The light at an intersection is red and a police officer directs you to go through the 

intersection. What should you do? 

a. Stop until the light changes to green. 

b. Stop until the light changes to yellow. 

c. Stop, then drive on carefully. 

d. Follow the officer's direction. 

 

20.   Where you can and cannot drive during different hours of the day is indicated by 

lane-use signals. 

a. True  

b. False 

 

2.2 Traffic Signs 

1. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. Do not enter. 

b. The road becoming wider. 

c. Slow down and yield the right-of-way. Stop if necessary. 

d. An upcoming hazard. 

 

2. While driving, you approach a stop sign and the car in front of you proceeds, you should: 

a. Go if the way is still clear. 

b. Stop at the sign and proceed when the way is clear. 

c. Stop only if pedestrians are crossing. 

d. Proceed at the same speed. 

 

3. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. Special conditions or hazards ahead. 

b. Yield the right-of-way. 

c. A railroad crossing. 

d. A change in speed limit. 
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4. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. Come to a complete stop. 

b. Stop only if other cars are approaching. 

c. Reduce your speed. 

d. Yield the right-of-way. 

 

2.3 Regulatory Signs 
 

1. This road sign warns you that: 

a. No U-turn is allowed. 

b. A curve is ahead. 

c. You must turn right or left. 

d. Traffic flows only in the direction of the arrow. 

 

2. This road sign indicates that: 

a. You may turn during the red light. 

b. You may pass only in the right lane. 

c. You are entering a one-way street. 

d. You must refrain from turning during the red light. 

 

3.  This road sign warns you that: 

a. Road conditions that can be slippery when wet. 

b. The road is a dead end. 

c. No U-turn is allowed. 

d. You are entering a one-way street. 
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4. This road sign indicates that: 

a. A school crossing is ahead. Watch for children. 

b. You must allow other vehicles to merge into lane. 

c. You may not pass cars in your lane. 

d. The parking space is reserved for people with disabled parking permits. 

 

5. This road sign alerts you that: 

a. You are entering a no passing zone. 

b. You must slow down. 

c. A passing zone is ahead. 

d. You may pass only on the right. 

 

6. This road sign alerts you that: 

a. A side road intersects. 

b. You must keep to the side indicated by the arrow. 

c. You may drive in the left lane. 

d. You have the right of way. 

 

7. This road sign indicates: 

a. Traffic in the lane must turn in the direction of the arrow. 

b. No left turn is allowed. 

c. Traffic in left lane may turn right, if the way is clear. 

d. A curve is ahead. 
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8.  This road sign indicates: 

a. No right turns. 

b. U-turns are not allowed. 

c. A no passing zone. 

d. No turns on red. 

 

9.  This road sign indicates that: 

a. You must come to a complete stop and then enter. 

b. You cannot drive in that direction. 

c. You cannot pass cars ahead of you in your lane. 

d. You should enter the street or expressway ramp. 

 

10. This road sign alerts you that: 

a. A one-way street is ahead. Traffic flows in the direction of arrow. 

b. Traffic turning left on green must yield the right-of-way to traffic coming from the other 

direction. 

c. You may not make a turn on red. Wait for signal to turn green. 

d. You must make a proper turn signal, then turn right. 

 

11.  This road sign indicates: 

a. You must turn left. 

b. The road curves to the left. 

c. No left turns are allowed. 

d. The road is closed. 
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2.4 Warning Signs 
 

1. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. A school crossing. Obey the crossing guard. 

b. A railroad crossing. Stop 50 feet ahead of tracks. 

c. A pedestrian crossing. Slow down and be ready to stop. 

d. A no-passing zone. Watch for children playing. 

 

2. This road sign advises that: 

a. The next exit is 25 miles ahead. 

b. The driver must be 25 years old to exit. 

c. The maximum safe speed for the exit is 25 mph. 

d. The minimum speed limit is 25 mph. 

 

3. This road sign indicates that: 

a. Left turns are not allowed. 

b. A traffic signal is ahead. 

c. Left turns are permitted from right lane only. 

d. An intersection is ahead. 

 

4. This road sign alerts you that: 

a. A divided highway ends, keep to the right. 

b. You must bear either right or left ahead. 

c. A divided highway begins, keep to the right. 

d. The road ends ahead. 
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5. This road sign indicates: 

a. The road ahead is 13 feet, 6 inches wide. 

b. That you should not proceed if your vehicle is taller than 13 feet, 6 inches. 

c. That you should increase the distance between your car and the one ahead to at least 

13 feet, 6 inches. 

d. None of the above. 

 

6. This road sign alerts you that: 

a. The road curves to the left ahead. You must drive at least 35 mph. 

b. The road curves to the right ahead. You must drive at least 35 mph. 

c. The road curves to the right ahead. A safe speed to travel is 35 mph. 

d. There's a hill ahead. Reduce speed to 35 mph. 

 

7. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. Road work ahead. 

b. A partially closed road ahead. 

c. A sharp right and left turn ahead. 

d. Use a signal before turning right or left. 

 

8. This road sign indicates: 

a. The road becoming wider. 

b. The road ahead curves right, then left. 

c. You must drive in the left lane. 

d. The road curves to the left. 
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9. This road sign indicates: 

a.  Check your brakes 

b.  A zoo is nearby. 

c.  The maximum safe speed is 35 mph. 

d. A deer is crossing ahead. Slow down and be ready to stop. 

 

10.  This road sign indicates: 

a. A divided highway ends. 

b. A one-way street is ahead. 

c. A road is closed ahead. 

d. Turn at the next intersection. 

 

11. This road sign indicates that: 

a. The right lane ends soon so you should merge left. 

b. The road has soft shoulders. 

c. There is a low place in the road. 

d. The lane ends soon, merge right. 

 

12. This road sign indicates that: 

a. Crossing is not permitted. 

b. A business district is ahead. 

c. A school crossing is ahead. 

d. Pedestrians must stay on the sidewalk. 
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13. This road sign indicates: 

a. The lane ends soon, merge right. 

b. A work zone is ahead. 

c. Pass only in the right lane. 

d. You may not pass cars ahead of you in your lane. 

 

14. This road sign indicates: 

a. Right turn only. 

b. The roadway ends ahead. 

c. Curve to right. 

d. A one-way street. 

 

15. At railroad crossings with flashing signals, you must always stop your vehicle. 

a. True  

b. False 

 

16. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. A three-way intersection. 

b. Stop if traffic is approaching. 

c. An upcoming railroad crossing. 

d. An area where no turns allowed. 

 

17. This road sign indicates: 

a. There's a sharp turn to the right. 

b. You should keep to the side indicated by the arrow. 

c. A winding road is ahead. 

d. The pavement ends. 
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18. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. A church. 

b. A first aid station. 

c. An intersection ahead. 

d. A railroad crossing. 

 

19. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. An intersection. Signal before turning. 

b. A warning that a road joins from the right. 

c. A sharp right turn in the road ahead. 

d. A winding road ahead. 

 

20.  This road sign indicates that: 

a. An intersection ahead. 

b. A steep grade ahead. 

c. A winding road ahead. 

d. Merging traffic ahead. 

 

21. This road sign advises you that: 

a. Cars in right lane must slow down. 

b. No left turns are allowed. 

c. You must merge. 

d. You may pass only in right lane 
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22. This road sign indicates that: 

a. The speed limit is changing ahead. 

b. The minimum legal speed is 45 mph. 

c. The next rest area being 45 miles ahead. 

d. You may not pass for next 45 miles. 

 

23. This road sign indicates: 

a. Bicycles crossing or riding beside traffic. 

b. Stop only if other cars approaching. 

c. Yield right-of-way. 

d. Soft shoulders for motorcycles. 

 

24. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. A change in the traffic pattern or route is ahead in a work zone. 

b. Exercise caution as the road joins from the right. 

c. Yield the right-of-way. 

d. Slow down because a railroad crossing ahead. 

 

25. You may be fined if you are convicted of exceeding the speed limit in a highway work zone. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

26. This road sign indicates: 

a. The pavement ends. 

b. A divided highway begins. 

c. Stop, look and listen. 

d. No turns allowed. 
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2.5 Work Zones 
 

1. You may be fined if you are convicted of exceeding the speed limit in a highway work zone. 

a. True 

b. False 

2. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. A bicycle crossing ahead. 

b. Slow down. There is a change in the traffic route ahead. 

c. Pass only in the right lane. 

d. An intersection ahead. 

 

3. This traffic device indicates that: 

a. A railroad crossing is ahead. Stop 50 feet ahead of tracks. 

b. Only high occupancy vehicles can travel in this lane. 

c. You may not proceed until the lights have stopped flashing. 

d. A work zone is ahead. Keep your vehicle in the middle of the lane and obey the posted 

speed limit. 

 

4. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. A change in the traffic pattern or route is ahead in a work zone. 

b. Exercise caution as the road joins from the right. 

c. Yield the right-of-way. 

d. Slow down because a railroad crossing ahead. 

 

5. This road sign alerts you to: 

a. Take a sharp right and left turn ahead. 

b. Proceed into different traffic lanes. Part of the road ahead is closed. 

c. A series of turns and curves ahead. 

d. Watch for cross traffic. A four-way intersection is ahead. 
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2.6 Pavement Markings 
 

1.  To make a left turn, you may cross double solid yellow lines. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

2.  When you encounter broken white lines in the center of the highway, it means: 

a. Lanes of traffic are going in the same direction. 

b. No turns are allowed. 

c. Passing is not permitted in either direction. 

d. Slow down. 

 

3.  When you encounter double solid yellow lines in the center of the highway, you 

must: 

a. Reduce your speed. 

b. Not pass in either direction. 

c. Use care when passing in either direction. 

d. Slow down because you are in a school zone. 

 

4.  When you encounter a broken yellow line alongside a solid yellow line in the 

center of the highway, it means: 

a. It is not legal to make any turns in this area. 

b. Pass with care in either direction. 

c. Passing is permitted only from the side of the broken line. 

d. Divided highway ahead. 

 

5. When driving on a two-lane Virginia road with no lane markings, you may pass a slow-moving 

vehicle: 

a. On the left side if there are no signs prohibiting passing and the way is clear. 

b. On either side. 

c. On the right side. 

d. On the shoulder of the road. 
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6.  When you encounter double solid yellow lines, it means that passing is not 

allowed in either direction. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

7.  When you encounter broken yellow center lines, it means that no passing is 

allowed. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

8.  When you encounter a broken yellow line in the center of the highway, it means: 

a. No turns. 

b. Passing is not permitted. 

c. Passing on the left is permitted when the way ahead is clear. 

d. Crossing the line is prohibited. 

 

9.  When you encounter broken yellow center lines, it means that passing on the left 

is allowed in either direction when the way ahead is clear. 

a. True 

b. False 
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Answer Key: 

 

2.1- Traffic 
Signals  

2.2- Traffic 
Signs 

2.3- Regulatory 
Signs 

2.4- Warning 
Signs 

2.5- Work 
Zones 

2.6- Pavement 
Workings 

1. B 
2. A 
3. A 
4. C 
5. A 
6. B 
7. B 
8. D 
9. B 
10. B 
11. A 
12. C 
13. B 
14. A 
15. B 
16. A 
17. A 
18. D 
19. D 
20. A 

1. C 
2. B 
3. A 
4. A 

1. D 
2. D 
3. C 
4. D 
5. A 
6. B 
7. A 
8. A 
9. B 
10. B 
11. C 

 

1. C 
2. C 
3. B 
4. B 
5. B 
6. C 
7. C 
8. B 
9. D 
10. A 
11. A 
12. C 
13. D 
14. B 
15. A 
16. C 
17. C 
18. C 
19. C 
20. B 
21. C 
22. A 
23. A 
24. A 
25. A 
26. B 

1. A 
2. B 
3. D 
4. A 
5. B 

1. A  
2. A  
3. B 
4. C 
5. A  
6. A 
7. B 
8. C 
9. A 
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